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There is increasing consensus that not only the present

structure and functioning of ecosystems, but also their

response to environmental stressors and management

practices is partly a legacy of the system’s history

(Rhemtulla and Mladenoff 2007). Similarly, there

is little dispute that in order to assess the future

trajectories of ecosystems, models of some sort need

to be employed (e.g., Shugart 1998). Thus, there is a

clear interface between the scientific attempts to

elucidate the past of ecosystems (historical ecology)

and the attempts to project their future dynamics

(ecological modeling). However, to date this interface

has received relatively little attention in scientific

research (cf. Anderson et al. 2006).

On the one hand, historical ecological research

usually aims at uncovering past ecosystem dynamics

and their drivers, using and combining a large variety

of historical data sources (Egan and Howell 2001).

A comprehensive understanding of anthropogenic

impacts on ecosystems is not only crucial for the

accurate interpretation of current ecosystem states,

but it also forms the baseline for predictions of their

future development, and for more informed ecosystem

management (Bürgi and Gimmi 2007). Historical

ecologists therefore tend to emphasize the importance

of their research for other fields such as ecosystem

modeling, but they preferably place such statements in

the outlook sections of their papers, often without a clear

concept of how such integration should be achieved.

On the other hand, many modeling studies that

project the future state and fate of ecosystems are

using baseline assumptions regarding current ecosys-

tem states that are not much more than guesswork

because they lack a historical consideration. A case in

point is the assumption in studies of the future carbon

cycle, a topic of eminent scientific, practical and

political relevance, that current ecosystem carbon

storage is in equilibrium with an assumed constant

past climate and a constant past management

(e.g., Wolf et al. 2012, and many others). Under most

conditions, however, both assumptions are highly

questionable, and are acceptable only because reliable

and accessible data on past conditions are often absent.

Indeed, the quest of modeling studies for appropriate

historical data to set up more realistic ‘‘spin-up’’ runs

of the models is often futile, as historical data are

hardly ever collected and made available with the

target variables of modeling studies in mind, unless a

close collaboration is sought between modelers and

historical ecologists (cf. Gimmi et al. 2009). Still,

modelers tend to view historical ecology mainly as a

source of ‘useful’ data while they underestimate the
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complexity and uncertainty inherent in quantitative

historical reconstructions of land cover, land-use, and

their drivers.

This Special Feature aims to contribute to bridging

the common, but inappropriate divide between

‘modelers’ and ‘non-modelers’ (in this case, historical

ecologist) by presenting examples of the successful

combination of historical ecological research and

modeling approaches. In disciplines closely related

to historical ecology, such as paleoenvironmental

sciences (Anderson et al. 2006) and archeology (John-

son et al. 2005), the integration of modeling is

established to a larger degree. Anderson et al. (2006)

outlined the benefits of linking paleoenvironmental data

and models to understand the past and project future

environmental changes. They identified different modes

how paleoenvironmental studies and models can be

interlinked. First, paleo data can be used to validate

ecological models and thus to test the reliability of

model-based scenario assessments. In turn, models can be

used as independent lines of evidence for pre-historical

land-use dynamics. Second, models can be used to

integrate and synthesize data on past environmental

conditions deriving from different disciplines (e.g.,

historical, archaeological and paleoenvironmental data)

and covering different spatial and temporal scales

(Johnson et al. 2005). Finally, models can be used to

support data interpretation, for example by introducing

baseline scenario calculations such as potential natural

vegetation, which can be compared against historical data

sets (e.g., Gimmi et al. 2009).

We use a similar typology in this Special Feature by

considering the potential benefits resulting from the

‘cross-pollination’ of historical ecology and ecologi-

cal modeling, as outlined below.

(1) Models may support the interpretation of histor-

ical land-use change Models are of great value

for identifying the causes of past land-use

dynamics. With the help of statistical models,

observed past land-use changes can be related to

potential abiotic (e.g., climate and topography)

and socio-economic driving forces. In this way,

models can be used to test hypotheses about key

factors driving observed changes in land-use. We

present two papers of this type in this Special

Feature. Biró et al. (2013) reconstruct the loss of

semi-natural grasslands in Hungary after the

breakdown of the socialist system and interpret

the related drivers using generalized linear mod-

els (GLMs), whereas Garbarino et al. (2013)

apply path analysis to disentangle the effects of

land-use and topography on structural changes in

subalpine larch (Larix decidua) forests

(2) Models can be used as independent lines of

evidence for historical land-use dynamics The

reliability of historical land-use reconstructions

can be tested by cross-comparison with other

independent sources, or alternatively with the

output of land-use models. Henne et al. (2013)

combine sedimentary pollen records and dynamic

landscape modeling to reconstruct forest vegeta-

tion prior to human colonization and its sensitivity

to human-induced alteration of fire and browsing

regimes for a Mediterranean ecosystem. Their

findings provide strong evidence for the potential

of historically abundant but vanished vegetation

types under the present climate.

(3) Models may support the reconstruction of his-

torical ecosystem dynamics While general land-

use patters can be reconstructed based on historical

sources, the same sources often do not provide direct

information about many aspects of related ecosys-

tem dynamics (e.g., biodiversity or biogeochemical

cycles). Here, ecosystem models may serve as a

useful tool to uncover these hidden aspects. Gimmi

et al. (2013) demonstrate long-term legacy effects of

historical litter raking in the soil carbon pools of

Swiss forests. They use documentary evidence to

determine this historic land-use regime and link

their findings with a biogeochemical model in order

to evaluate the effects on soil carbon.

(4) Historical data can strongly support the

calibration of predictive models Information

on past land-use and ecosystem dynamics is

essential to make reliable predictions about

their future development. Panzacchi et al.

(2013) reconstruct traditional migration corri-

dors for Norwegian wild reindeer with the

help of archeological findings and compare

these routes with current movement behavior

that was evaluated based on GPS tracking of

the animals. They relate the abandonment of

traditional migration routes to the presence of

anthropogenic features (roads and tourist

infrastructure etc.) and develop a model to

predict the impact of additional human distur-

bance on reindeer migration
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Finally, Klein Goldewijk and Verburg (2013) con-

sider the uncertainties in reconstructions of land-use at

continental to global scales. This is a methodological

contribution rather than a case study of any specific

phenomenon, but it clearly highlights that depending on

the purpose of a study that aims at using historical

ecological data in a modeling context, different caveats

need to be taken into account. They apply source critics

(a basic concept in historical research) to evaluate

the uncertainties in their modeled land-use dataset.

This goes beyond the sensitivity analysis that is often

conducted by modelers to assess the importance of

model parameters and to determine the key drivers

underlying the simulation results. Klein Goldewijk and

Verburg (2013) critically and openly discuss the many

issues surrounding the quality and reliability of the

parameters underlying land-use reconstructions.

The six papers of this Special Feature reveal that

the integration of historical ecology and ecological

modeling is possible across a wide range of temporal

and spatial scales (Fig. 1). They also illustrate that

successful interdisciplinary cooperation between his-

torical ecologists and modelers goes far beyond simple

data exchange, but requires intensive collaboration

based on the mutual interest in each other’s research

field. This allows the researchers to develop a sense for

the realistic possibilities of the other discipline, and to

achieve awareness of its inherent limitations.
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